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Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) have attracted interest from both 
academia and industry due to their promising applications in large-area low-
cost and flexible electronics. This thesis investigates several applied or 
fundamental aspects related to the key interfaces in top-gate bottom-contact 
OFETs.  In the first aspect, we have developed a metal-film transfer 
methodology to gently lay down free-standing patterned metal gate electrode 
films over ultra-thin polymer dielectric films.  This enables fabrication of 
practical polymer-dielectric capacitors as thin as 50 nm, and polymer OFETs 
with gate dielectrics as thin as 160 nm, overcoming a key bottleneck related to 
thickness downscaling in polymer organic technologies.  In a second aspect, 
we have developed a self-consistent scheme based on the transmission-line-
method (TLM) to extract the contact resistance Rc in OFETs.  This scheme 
enables the dependence of Rc on source−drain current Isd and mobile carrier 
density σ to be evaluated. We applied this to high-performance poly((2,5-
bis(alkyl)-1,4-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-3,6-diyl-terthiophene) (DPPT-T2) 
OFETs developed at our laboratory and demonstrate that ohmic injection 
contacts have indeed been attained.  In a final aspect, we investigated the 
semiconductor channel of a high-performance n-type material, poly [N,N'-
bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5'-
(2,2'-bithiophene) P(NDI2OD-T2), in contact with the polymer dielectric 
CYTOP fluoropolymer or poly(methylmethacrylate) using optical charge 
modulation spectroscopy (CMS) to probe the character of the field-induced 
vi 
 
polarons. And we found surprising evidence for light-induced charge transfer 
at the CYTOP/P(NDI2OD-T2) interface.  
 
In Chapter 1, we provide a brief introduction of organic semiconductors 
(OSCs), OFETs and CMS technique.  
 
In Chapter 2, we describe the metal-film transfer methodology. In this method, 
the metal electrode is transferred from a soft poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 
with a self-release layer. As a result, ultra-thin capacitors with 50-nm-thick 
polymer dielectric and transferred electrodes have been realized which showed 
much improved dielectric strength. OFET with dielectric layer thickness down 
to 160 nm has also been fabricated utilizing the transfer method to deposit the 
gate electrode, which was not possible by evaporation. The work in this 
chapter extends the possibility to fabricate large-area OFETs with high 
stability and thin dielectric film. 
 
In Chapter 3, we describe the formulation of a self-consistent scheme based on 
TLM to extract the contact resistance Rc and its dependence on source−drain 
current Isd and mobile carrier density σ of organic field-effect transistors 
(OFETs). OFETs with different electrode surface treatment were studied and 
the device with ohmic contact showed non-dispersive features of Rc, Isd and σ. 
Detailed analysis indicates that increasing electrode length will further reduce 




In Chapter 4, we describe a study of the semiconductor/dielectric interface 
properties of OFETs with a high mobility n-type semiconductor using CMS. 
In the CMS spectra, contact resistance related EA signal was observed for the 
first time. Different dielectrics on semiconductor had different interface 
properties and gave distinct CMS signals. Charge injection speed was found 
responsible for the signal intensity and phase change at different modulation 
frequency. Light induced charge transfer was concluded from polarized CMS 
characterization and phototransistor tests. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Organic semiconductors 
Organic semiconductors (OSCs) were first studied in early last century [1-3] 
and are still attracting interest from both academia and industry. Significant 
scientific progress has been made during the past decades. One of the reasons 
why organic semiconductors have been of so much great interest to 
researchers is their facile processibility compared to inorganic semiconductors. 
Typical organic semiconductors can be dissolved in wide-ranging organic 
solvents and make cost-effective, large area, flexible electronic devices 
fabrication possible through solution processing methods like spin-casting, 
drop-casting spraying, dipping and various printing methods.[4, 5] Besides, 
their electronic and mechanical properties can be tuned by modifying the 
chemical structures through chemical synthesis.  
 
1.1.1 Basics of organic semiconductors 
Organic semiconductors are conjugated polymers or small molecules with 
alternating single and double carbon bonds. Polyacetylene as shown in Figure 
1-1 is an example of a conjugated polymer. The sp
2
 hybridized carbon atoms 
form 3 σ-bonds with neighbor atoms and the last electrons in pz orbitals form 
delocalized π-bond along the backbone due to orbital overlapping and thus 
create a conducting channel for electrons. The bandgap is defined as the 
energy gap between highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Similar to inorganic semiconductors, 
2 
 
OSCs are generally identified as p-type, n-type or ambipolar depending on 
whether the majority charge carriers are holes, electrons or both.  
 
Figure 1-1 Polyacetylene is an example of simple conjugated polymer. 
 
When a charge is introduced into a conjugated segment, through various 
doping methods,[6] the existing electronic structure will result in a distortion. 
The local lattice distortion with one or two free charges is termed as a polaron 
or bipolaron respectively. Figure 1-2 illustrates the transformation of another 
OSC polythiophene molecule from a benzenoid-like structure to quinoid-like 
structure after a removal of an electron. When a polaron is formed, a new 
energy state will arise between HOMO and LUMO level of the neutral 
segment thus create new transitions within the bandgap. A simple case of 
isolated one-dimensional defects-free conjugated segment to illustrate the 






Figure 1-2 Formation of a polaron in p-type polymer where a benzenoid-like 
sequence transit to a quinoid-like sequence. 
 
Figure 1-3 Energy level diagram of a neutral polymer and polaronic absorptions in a 
simple isolated chain model of radical cations and dications. The transitions in dashed 
arrows are usually forbidden due to symmetry considerations. Eg is the energy gap 
between HOMO and LUMO, π- π*, C1~C4, DC1~DC2 denote the transitions of 
neutral polymer, polaron and dipolaron. Dashed lines represent forbidden transitions. 
 
1.1.2 Applications of organic semiconductors 
Since the 1970s, the field of organic semiconductors has achieved great 
progresses with numerous new synthesized materials and rich knowledge 
explored both on fundamental and technical levels. Organic semiconductors 
are now widely applied in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),[7, 8] 
organic photovoltaics (OPVs),[9] organic field-effect transistors (OFETs)[10-











OFET (b) and OPV (c) devices made by Organic Nano Device Lab from 
National University of Singapore. Commercially, OLEDs have been long 
applied for high performance displays, and the competition on OLED TV 
started early this century are still keen among electronics tycoons like 
Samsung, Sony and LG. OPVs efficiency records are being refreshed rapidly 
toward commercial application, which make low-cost solar energy generation 
possible. Besides display back panel, OFETs are also widely applied in 
organic circuits. Other electronics based on organic semiconductor like 
chemical sensors and radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags are also being 
researched to surpass conventional materials in terms of cost-effectiveness or 
performance. 
 
Figure 1-4 Organic electronics of (a) Organic light emitting diode (OLED); (b) 
Organic field-effect transistor; (c) Organic photovoltaics (OPV). Pictures were taken 





1.2 Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) 
Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) were studied since 1980s [11, 13] and 
have been of great interests till today. OFETs work as basic logical units 




 by controlling current 
from maximum to minimum with relatively low gate voltage. Thin film 
transistors made of organic materials now have comparable performance with 









1.2.1 Basics of organic field-effect transistors 
OFETs are three-terminal devices consisting of source electrode, drain 
electrode, gate electrode and two layers: semiconductor layer and gate 
dielectric layer. Charge carriers, electrons or holes or both, are injected from 
source electrode into accumulation layer which is at the interface of 
semiconductor and dielectric, pass through the device channel and exit 
through drain contact. The charge carrier density is controlled by capacitance 
per unit area of dielectric layer and gate voltage, so gate electrode can control 
the device operation between “on” and “off” states thus makes it a switch. 
Two kinds of I~V curves are generally used to characterize OFETs 
performance, namely transfer curve and output curve. Transfer curve is 
source/drain current against gate voltage at constant drain voltages while 
output curve is source/drain current against drain voltage at constant gate 
voltages. A typical p-type OFET curve is shown in Figure 1-5. The current 
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where Ids is the current flow from source electrode to drain electrode, W is the 
channel width, Ci is capacitance per unit area of dielectric layer, μ is the field-
effect mobility, Vgs is the gate voltage, Vgs,th is the threshold voltage, Vds is the 
drain voltage and L is the channel length. Note that the above equations are 
valid on the assumptions of gradual channel approximation, constant charge 
carrier mobility and negligible contact resistance. As can be derived from the 
above equation, charge carrier mobility can be extracted from the gradient of 
Ids~Vgs plot in linear regime where |Vgs-Vgs,th|>>|Vds| or the gradient of dsI  
~Vg plot in saturation regime where |Vgs-Vgs,th|<<|Vds|.  
 
Figure 1-5 Transfer curve (left) and output curve (right) of a bottom gate bottom 
contact OFET: semiconductor layer is (poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophene-2-
yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene-2,5-diyl], dielectric layer is 200-nm-thick SiO2, channel 































1.2.2 Device configuration of organic field-effect transistors 
There are four common device configurations of OFETs depending on the 
relative position of source/drain contacts and gate electrode: bottom gate 
bottom contact (BGBC) as in Figure 1-6(a), bottom gate top contact as in 
Figure 1-6(b), top gate bottom contact as in Figure 1-6(c), top gate top contact 
as in figure Figure 1-6(d). In bottom gate configuration, thermal SiO2 grown 
on doped Si substrates or crosslinked polymers are generally used as dielectric 
layer. SiO2 dielectric is stable and easy to process on, and can be modified by 
various self-assembly-monolayers (SAM) to tune interface properties thus is 
widely used. Polymer dielectric layers are generally fabricated with material 
orthogonal to semiconductor solvent or crosslinked polymers. 
 
Figure 1-6 OFETs configuration of (a) bottom gate bottom contact (BGBC); (b) 
bottom gate top contact (BGTC); (c) top gate bottom contact (TGBC); (d) top gate 
top contact (TGTC). 
 
In top gate configuration, glass or plastic substrates like Polyethylene 

























device substrates. Various polymers can be chosen as the dielectric layer thus 
different interface properties can be achieved by selecting appropriate material. 
Compared to SiO2 or crosslinked dielectric layers, spin-coated polymer layers 
are generally thicker for stability considerations and thus need high gate 
voltage to drive. Hot atom penetration may occur during the top gate electrode 
evaporation if polymer dielectric layers are thin and causes dielectric 
breakdown. A transfer electrode method which is described in Chapter 2 is 
introduced to avoid evaporation step and increase dielectric stability. Bottom 
contacts on substrates are generally deposited through shadow evaporation, 
photolithography for metal solids or printing techniques for polymer and metal 
particle inks. To increase the adherence of evaporating deposited metal on 
substrates, Cr or Ti is generally pre-deposited as adhesive layer, which must 
be very thin otherwise may induce contact resistance issue. Photolithography 
technique is widely used to produce bottom electrode patterns with sizes down 
to sub-micro level compared to shadow evaporation which is limited to 20 μm. 
A well-known problem of such technique is the metal residuals on edges due 
to incomplete lift-off, and a technique called image reversal photolithography 
can be applied to solve this problem, which is introduced in Chapter 4. BGBC 
and TGTC configurations are also known as coplanar configurations and 
BGTC and TGBC as staggered configurations. In coplanar configurations, 
charge carriers flow directly into semiconductor/dielectric interface while in 
staggered configurations the charge carriers need to pass through the 
semiconductor layer to reach the interface. The differences between coplanar 
and staggered configurations further bring about very distinct considerations 
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while dealing with contact resistance issues. A more detailed description will 
be given in Chapter 3.  
 
1.2.3 Contact resistance in OFET devices 
The expressions in ( 1-1 ) and ( 1-2 ) give expected current when contact 
resistance is negligible, in other words, the channel resistance in 
semiconductor layer is much bigger than contact resistance. The 
approximation is no longer valid in a device with high charge carrier mobility 
and short channel length. The concept of contact resistance is used to describe 
all resistance terms aside from channel resistance in device operation. It 
includes the effect of injection barrier at contact/semiconductor interface and 
effective resistance along the current path in semiconductor at the overlapping 
region with contact electrodes. There are two kinds of methods to evaluate the 
contact resistance which are direct methods and indirect methods. Gated Four-
Point Probe (gFPP) method is one of the direct contact resistance 
measurement techniques which was firstly developed for amorphous Si thin 
film transistors[14] and then successfully applied to OFETs with evaporated 
small molecules[15-17] and solution processed molecules.[18-21] It relies on 
specially designed device patterns with two small probe contacts between 
source and drain contacts. The channel voltage drop is calculated from the 
probed voltage drop and channel length ratio of source/drain contacts to probe 
contacts, then contact resistance is calculated from the current and voltage 
drop at source/drain contacts. Due to pattern restriction, gFPP method cannot 
be applied to normal OFET device. Scanning potentiometry techniques are 
also direct contact resistance characterization methods by giving a potential 
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profile along the semiconductor channel, among which Scanning Kelvin Probe 
Microscope (SKPM) is widely used in contact resistance study[22-24]. To get 
a potential profile, semiconductor surface needs to be probed and thus top gate 
devices cannot be studies in this way because the semiconductor layers are 
buried under the dielectric layer. One of the most tradition indirect contact 
resistance extraction methods is transmission line method (TLM),[25] or 
sometimes called transmission length method. It utilizes a series of OFET 
devices with different channel lengths to extract channel resistance which is 
expected to be the total resistance at L=0. TLM method replies on assumptions 
of gradual channel approximation and constant mobility as well as contact 
resistance. Effort to extract contact resistance by derivative TLM methods 
aimed to overcome the limitations caused by the prerequisites and methods 
based on other models[26, 27] and mixed methods[28, 29] have also been 
reported, while each has its own advantages but also limitations. In chapter 3 a 
modified TLM method is described to extract contact resistance in staggered 
top gate devices. The modified method makes it possible to extract the current 
and charge carrier density dependent contact resistance and helps to reveal the 




1.3 Charge modulation spectroscopy (CMS) 
Charge modulation spectroscopy is an in situ electro-optical characterization 
technique to investigate the injected charge carriers in organic semiconductors. 
In charge modulation spectroscopy, the charge carriers induced by an 
oscillated bias create new excitation energy levels and affect the absorption 
properties of semiconductor. The periodic optical change has the same 
frequency as the modulated bias and can be detected by methods like lock-in 
technique. It should be noted that in metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) 
structures, CMS characterizations are always performed when devices are 
operating in accumulation mode. When device is in depletion mode and there 
is no accumulation layer to screen semiconductor bulk, the same 
characterization setup will become an electro-absorption (EA) characterization. 
In other words, the two characterizations can be performed in same 
experimental setup. 
 
1.3.1 Basic principles 
Figure 1-3 illustrates the energy diagram of polarons in isolated polymer 
chains where polarons are confined to the chains. When it comes to organic 
semiconductor film, the polarons may delocalize over a few polymer chains 
due to the π-π stacking of molecule chains. The delocalization of polarons 
brings about new energy level thus new optical transition will appear. The 
energy diagram of a simplified consideration of cofacial dimer with polaron 
delocalization is shown in Figure 1-7. When the concentration of polarons are 
modulated by gate voltage, the absorption signal corresponding to those 
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optical transitions are recorded which can provide copious of information on 
the organic semiconductor film.  
 
Figure 1-7 Schematic of energy split due to polaron delocalization in a cofacial dimer 
of PPV pentamers where a polaron is delocalized over two cofacial chains, based on 
quantum-chemical calculations including electron-photon and electron-electron 
interactions. P1, P2, P1’, and P2’ are polaronic levels, C1~C4 and C3’ and CT are 
allowed transitions. Forbidden transitions are not indicated in the delocalized diagram. 
The notes ag, au, bg and bu are irreducible representations of the group, where “a” 
means transforming symmetrically around the principal axis of the group and the “b” 
asymmetrically, subscript “g” and “u” denote symmetry and antisymmetry with 
respect to a center of inversion. [38] 
 
Ziemelis et al.[30] fabricated metal-insulator-semiconductor structures with 
poly (3-hexyl thiophene) as active layer and assigned optical transitions to 
polarons and bipolarons using one-dimensional Fesser-Bishop-Campbell 
model.[31] Harrison et al. studied polycrystalline oligothiophene of 6T,[32, 33] 
8T and substituted 12T[34] by CMS characterization and found evidence for 
weak interactions in sexithiophene resulting in an aggregated state known as 
π-dimer. Brown et al.[35, 36] studied the charge carriers in the conducting 
channels of OFETs with regioregular poly (3-hexyl thiophene) as active layer 
with aid of CMS and found the charge modulation spectra were independent 
of charge density, modulation frequency and temperature, which proved single 
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intrinsic charge carrier specie. The results from their study also suggested that 
in regioregular poly (3-hexyl thiophene) the interchain coupling is so strong 
that charge carriers should not be considered to be confined to a single chain 
and exhibit quasi two-dimensional characteristics. Beljonne et al.[37] reported 
that charge carrier delocalization in poly (3-hexyl thiophene) depends strongly 
on polymer regioregularity, which appears to be correlated with mobility. 
 
CMS can be performed on diode structures or MIS structures. To study the 
semiconductor-dielectric interface, MIS structures are generally used. OFETs 
can be considered as one kind of MIS structures and are often used to take 
CMS experiment. The advantage to use OFETs for CMS is that one device can 
perform both CMS characterization and OFET I~V characterization and it is 
always possible to monitor the device degradation over time. Two modes are 
generally used depending on the light path in experiment setup: transmission 
mode where the light passes through the substrate, semiconductor, dielectric 
and electrode layer and is collected by photodiode; and reflection mode where 
the light is reflected back by gate electrode and then collected by photodiode.  
 
1.3.2 Stark effect and Electro-absorption (EA)  
The Stark effect is the shifting and splitting of spectral line of atoms and 
molecules due to presence of external electric field. In semiconductors, due to 
the interaction between dipole moments and electric field, the energy levels 
will split as shown in Figure 1-8. The lower and higher energy levels represent 
the dipole moments position opposite to the electric field or along the electric 





E F pF     
( 1-3 ) 
 
where ΔE is Stark shift,   is permanent dipole moment, F is externally 
applied electric field and Δ p  is a second order tensor for the polarizability of 
the medium. The first term and second term in the equation are also known as 
linear and quadratic Stark effect[39], which describe the interaction in the 
presence of permanent dipoles and the interaction of induced dipoles with an 
external electric field respectively. For a light transmitted through a media, the 
resulted light intensity can be expressed as 
 
0 exp( )I I d   ( 1-4 ) 
 
Where I0 is the original light intensity, α is the absorption coefficient and d is 
the transmitted distance. When α is affected by external applied electric field 
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      
( 1-6 ) 
 
The in situ technique which measures the ΔI/I under external electric field is 
called Electro-absorption (EA) or Stark spectroscopy in some other 
literatures.[39] This technique has been widely applied since the effect was 
observed.[40] Liptay,[41] Labhard[42] and Czekalla[43] studied the effect of 
electric fields on electronic transitions for molecules in fluid solution.[44] 
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Campbell et al. reported the application of EA technique to measure the built-
in potential in semiconductor.[45] Zhou et al. performed electro-modulated 
absorption spectroscopy on a diode device with organic semiconductor 
polyfluorene-alt-triarylamine (TFB) and determined the δ-hole density at the 
contact interface.[46] 
  
Figure 1-8 Energy split due to stark effect of a semiconductor in external applied 
electric field. ΔE is Stark shift. The notes 1ag, 1bu and nag are irreducible 
representations of the group, where “a” means transforming symmetrically around the 
principal axis of the group and the “b” asymmetrically, subscript “g” and “u” denote 
symmetry and antisymmetry with respect to a center of inversion. The nag represent 
higher lying state of even parity.  
 
It should be noted that for MIS device operating in accumulation mode the 
semiconductor bulk is screened by the accumulation layer and there should not 
be stark effect observed. In other words, CMS spectra and EA spectra are not 









1.3.3 Data processing of lock-in amplifier (LIA) system 
Lock-in amplifier is very useful and widely applied in scientific research 
which can “lock” and extract a known-frequency signal from extremely noise 
environment (noise to signal ration up to 1,000,000:1). The basic principles of 
lock-in amplifier are quite simple and mathematically straightforward. When a 
signal Vsig sin(ω1t+φ) is multiplied by a reference signal Vref sin(ω2t+ϕ) and 
integrated over a period of time T, the time average Vout is expressed as 
equation ( 1-7 ). Since ω1ω2>0, the second term will attenuate to 0 with 
increasing T. If ω1≠ω2, the first term also attenuates to 0; if ω1=ω2, Vout is 
proportional to Vsigcos(ϕ- φ). Thus a reference signal can “lock” and extract a 
signal with same frequency in this way. 
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( 1-7 ) 
 
In a two phase lock-in amplifier system, two orthogonal reference signals with 
same frequency as the target signal are used to extract input signal into 






















( 1-8 ) 
 
So the intensity of target signal can be obtained from two channels X, Y and 
phase shift between signal and reference θ can also be calculated. Note that 
equations (1-8) apply when there is only one signal with same frequency as 
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reference, and X and Y are proportional to each other under such condition 
(except when XY=0). If there are more than one signal with reference 
frequency and difference phases, there is still possibility to extract each signal 






Chapter 2  Transferred metal electrode films for large-
area electronic devices  
 
The evaporation of metal-film gate electrodes for top-gate organic field-effect 
transistors (OFETs) limits the minimum thickness of the gate dielectric to 
typically more than 300 nm due to deep hot metal atom penetration and 
damage of the dielectric. We show in this Chapter that the self-release layer 
(SRL) transfer method we have developed for high-quality graphene transfer 
is also capable of giving high-quality metal thin-film transfers to produce 
high-performance capacitors and OFETs with superior dielectric breakdown 
strength even for ultrathin polymer dielectric films. Dielectric breakdown 
strengths up to 5−6 MV cm−1 have been obtained for 50-nm-thin films of 
polystyrene and a cyclic olefin copolymer TOPAS® (Zeon). High-quality 
OFETs with sub-10V operational voltages have been obtained this way using 
conventional polymer dielectrics and a high-mobility polymer semiconductor 
(poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene-2,5-diyl] 
(C14-PBTTT). The transferred metal films can make reliable contacts without 
damaging ultrathin polymer films, self-assembled monolayers and graphene, 




Direct thermal or e-beam evaporation of top electrodes on organic molecular 
devices often results in electrical short between the two electrodes across the 
molecular layer and therefore the device yield is low. [47] In the past and till 
present, there are still a lot of research interests in developing non-invasive 
methods of deposition reliable electrodes layers suitable for fragile organic 
polymer semiconductors devices and molecular-scale electronics. Further the 
method should also allow the deposition of patterned electrodes and alignment 
to desired substrates that may already have underlying features. Contact 
printing has been developed to overcome some of these challenges.[48-50] 
This method uses poly(dimethylsiloxane) PDMS stamp to transfer metal films. 
The key step is the surface-treatment of the PDMS stamp before metallization 
so as to weaken the metal and stamp interaction for easy of transfer after 
contacting with substrate. This is done usually by oxygen plasma treatment[51] 
or silanization[48-50] of the PDMS surface. The metal receiving substrate also 
needs to be surface-treated to allow special interaction with the metal for 
successful contact transfer. In this way, more reliable organic transistors [52] 
and molecular junction devices[53] can be fabricated. The specific interaction 
of the metal with the substrate limited its application. Therefore, the current 
state of the art method for deposition of top electrodes of organic molecular 
devices is still direct deposition of the electrodes on the molecular layer by 
evaporation or printing. A non-chemistry-mediated method is self-release 
layer (SRL) transfer method that has been recently demonstrated to transfer 
graphene as top-electrode for ultra-thin gate-dielectric organic semiconductor 
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devices.[54] This method works well because of the self-release layer that is 
sandwiched in between the PDMS and graphene. This eliminates the 
competition of the receiving substrate for graphene. Therefore, no chemical 
treatment is required for the receiving substrate. 
 
In this chapter, we extend this SRL method to transfer patterned metal film. 
The key challenge is to find a SRL that is suitable for the metal film. We 
demonstrate that we can transfer metal thin film to fragile target substrate, 
such as polymer films. We further show relatively clean metal surface to allow 
good injection to organic semiconductor comparable to evaporated metal. We 
also fabricate ultra-thin capacitors and organic field-effect transistor using 




2.2 Metal transfer method 
Figure 2-1 shows a schematic of the self-release-layer (SRL) transfer 
methodology modified for transfer of thin patterned metal films. The desired 
metal thin film (Au, Ag, Pt, Pd) is deposited and patterned by shadow mask on 
a flat substrate having a soluble substrate-coating, such as a Si wafer coated 
with poly(styrenesulfonate sodium) (PSSNa) or poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), 
both of which dissolves readily in water. This is the crucial step that adapts the 
SRL methodology originally developed for transfer of graphene monolayers to 
metal films. An SRL such as polyisobutylene is then coated over the metal 
film, and an elastomer stamp such as of a crosslinked poly(dimethylsiloxane) 
(PDMS) is brought into conformal contact with SRL overlayer. The substrate-
coating is then dissolved to transfer the patterned metal film with the SRL 
overlayer to the PDMS stamp. This stamp is then brought into conformal 
contact with the destination substrate, to release the metal film by dry transfer, 
i.e., simply lifting off the stamp to leave behind the metal film and SRL on the 
destination surface, or by wet transfer, i.e., flooding with a solvent to dissolve 
the SRL and release the metal film on the destination surface. The affinity of 
metal with target surface is stronger than that between PDMS stamp and SRL 
layer, which is the key of the success of the transfer. The bottom surface of 
deposited metal is smooth due to the high-quality surface of spin-coated 
sacrificial polymer film (PSSNa) and thus can form conformal contact with 
target surface after the sacrificial film is dissolved. Firm bonding between 
metal and target surface is thus guaranteed by atomically flat surfaces and 
conformal contact. Device evidence of the success of this transfer method is 




Figure 2-1 Schematic of the self-release-layer (SRL) transfer methodology modified 
for transferring thin patterned metal films. The first substrate is Si wafer coated with a 
soluble coating of a 50-nm-thick PSSNa. The patterned metal thin film is then 
fabricated over this wafer. The SRL is a 1-mm-thick polyisobutylene film overcoated 
on the metal. This enables both dry and wet transfer of the SRL/ thin metal films from 
the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer stamp to the destination substrate. 
Photographs show relatively large patterned metal films can be transferred this way 
onto a variety of substrates (left to right): rectangular Au film onto a PEDT:PSSH 
film on glass, rectangular Ag film onto a PS film on glass, interdigitated Ag film onto 
glass. 
 
In a typical procedure, a SC-1 cleaned Si wafer was first coated with a 50-nm-
thick PSSNa(Sigma Aldrich, Mw 70k) or PVA (Sigma Aldrich, Mw146k-
186k) and dried at 130°C for 5 min on a hotplate in the N2 glovebox. 50-nm or 
thicker metal films were then evaporated through a shadow mask onto this 
substrate-coating. A 1-µm-thick polyisobutylene (PIB) film (Polymer 
Source
TM
, Mw 74500) was then spin-cast as the SRL from a 60 mg mL
−1
 n-
decane solution, and dried at 100°C for 5 min on a hotplate. A 5-mm-thick 
PDMS stamp was then contacted with the SRL layer over the metal film 
pattern. The assembly was then optionally etched by oxygen plasma to remove 
excess SRL and substrate-coating materials, and immersed in a solvent for the 
substrate-coating briefly to dissolve the coating and transfer the metal film and 
SRL overlayer to the PDMS stamp. This was then washed and contacted with 
the destination substrate. For dry transfer, the contact was lightly baked on a 
hotplate, typically at 120°C for 5 min, and the stamp was lifted off gently to 
first substrate with soluble 
substrate-coating (Si + PSSNa)
(i) spin-cast of self-release layer(SRL)
(ii) contact with elastomer stamp
removal of 




removal of first 
substrate
(i) contact with destination substrate
(ii) dry or wet transfer of metal film






release the SRL/ metal film to the destination substrate. This is facilitated by 
the stronger van der Waals interaction between the destination substrate and 
the metal film than between PDMS and SRL.[54] The destination substrate 
was then washed with a solvent for the SRL twice on a spinner followed by 
spin-drying. Large ultrathin patterned metal films (up to 1 cm in lateral size 
but as thin as 50 nm) can be successfully transferred this way onto a variety of 
hard and soft destination substrates, including glass, poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDT: PSSH) and 
polystyrene (PS) films, as shown in the photographs of Figure 1. Smaller 
metal film features are transferred even more readily because there is a lesser 
area of the substrate-coating to dissolve. Films that form protective oxide 
layers, such as Cu and Al, can also be transferred this way provided the 
substrate-coating is removed in a non-protonic solvent to avoid H2 gas bubble 




2.3 Metal transfer technique applied on ultra-thin capacitors  
2.3.1 Capacitors fabrication with transferred electrodes 
Metal films transferred this way can make reliable contacts without damaging 
ultrathin polymer films, self-assembled monolayers and graphene, which is 
not otherwise possible with directly evaporated or sputtered metal films. We 
illustrate one aspect of this by fabricating high-quality ultra-thin polymer 
dielectric capacitors with transferred metal films as the top electrode. The 
schematic structure is shown in Figure 2-2. Strip-line bottom electrodes 
comprising 0.11-mm-wide and 30-nm-thick Al layers were first evaporated 
through a shadow mask and then coated with a 50-nm-thick film of a model 





; Sigma-Aldrich) from a 7.5 mg mL
−1
 butyl acetate solution, or 
TOPAS
TM
 cyclic olefin copolymer (TOPAS
TM
 1600, glass transition 
temperature 163 
o
C; ZEON) from a 25 mg mL
−1
 dichlorobenzene solution. 
These two are examples of hydrocarbon polymers with surface energies 
appropriate for ease of further processing and deposition of overlayers. The 
films were then dried at 100 °C for 10 min on a hotplate. Strip-line Au top 
electrodes were then transferred onto the dielectric film across the bottom 
electrodes to give capacitors with effective areas of 0.22 mm
2
. Their 
current−voltage (IV) characteristics were then measured to failure at a ramp 




 at room temperature using a Keithley 4200 
semiconductor parameter analyzer. This is a field-dependent dielectric 
breakdown test in which breakdown is detected as a sudden increase in 
injection current above 10 nA during the test, i.e., above 5 μA cm−2, as in our 
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previous work.[54] About 30 capacitors of each family were fabricated and 
tested. The device yield, defined to be the fraction of unshorted capacitors at 
the start of the test, was higher than 85%. In contrast all the capacitors with 
evaporated Au top contacts were shorted at the lowest applied bias of 0.1 V 




Figure 2-2 Device configuration of a 50-nm-thick ultrathin dielectric film capacitor.  
 
2.3.2 Device characterization of capacitors 
Figure 2-3 shows representative IV characteristics for the 50-nm-thick PS 
capacitors. A positive bias was applied to the bottom Al electrode to inject 
holes which are known to cause dielectric breakdown in PS,[56-58] so that the 
test becomes sensitive to dielectric damage related to formation of the top 
electrode. While capacitors made with evaporated top electrodes failed below 
0.1 V, those made with transferred top electrode typically survives to 8−22 V. 
This gives apparent breakdown field strength Ebd of 1.6−4.5 MV cm
−1
, which 
is remarkable. This Ebd for the transferred electrode is more than 2 orders of 
magnitude higher than that of the evaporated electrode, and approaches the Ebd 









histograms for PS and TOPAS capacitors respectively. The Ebd for both PS 
and TOPAS capacitors are broadly similar. This shows that high-quality 
solution-cast ultrathin dielectric films can generally be prepared using 
transferred metal film electrodes to provide dielectric layers with high 
capacitances. Previously, it was necessary to use conductive polymer layers as 
the gate to avoid premature dielectric breakdown,[59] but these are difficult to 
pattern and have limited current-carrying capacity in the film plane which 
severely constrains certain applications. 
 


























Figure 2-4 Dielectric breakdown field distribution histograms for 50-nm-thick PS 
(left) and TOPAS (right) capacitors respectively. Breakdown was measured at an 




 at room temperature. Breakdown is 
deemed to have occurred at the test field when the current first exceeds 10 nA (i.e., 5 
mA cm
−2
) during the voltage ramp test. Positive polarity was applied on the bottom 
electrode. 
 
The results here also remarkably demonstrate the inherent breakdown strength 
of ultrathin hydrocarbon polymer dielectrics processed from solution can be 
well above 1 MV cm
−1
. This is comparable to those for perfluorocarbon 
polymer dielectrics measured with transferred graphene electrodes, despite a 
slight broadening of the Ebd distribution here towards lower breakdown 
field.[54] The implications are: (i) transferred films of conventional metals can 
be used in place of expensive graphene, and (ii) hydrocarbon polymer 
dielectric films can be used in place of the perfluorocarbon polymer films 
which are considerably more difficult to process over due to their low surface-
tension and anti-stick properties. This greatly expands device design 
















































2.4 Metal transfer technique applied on OFETs with ultra-thin 
polymer dielectric layer  
2.4.1 Organic field-effect transistors fabrication with transferred metal 
gate 
An application of these capacitors is in high-performance low-operation-
voltage large area top-gate field-effect transistors (FETs) for flexible or 
wearable electronics. We illustrate here for the FET semiconductor an organic 
semiconductor, a 30-nm-thick (poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophene-2-
yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene-2,5-diyl] (C14-PBTTT) polymer layer,[60] [61] 
although oxide or quantum dot semiconductors could also be used. In a typical 
fabrication, SC-1 cleaned glass substrates were patterned with 30-nm-thick Au 
source and drain electrodes with a 7-nm-thick Cr adhesion layer. The C14-
PBTTT semiconductor was spin-cast, annealed to achieve better molecular 
ordering, and then a 150-nm-thick PS dielectric layer was spin-cast from a 20 
mg/mL butyl acetate solution and dried at 100 °C for 10 min on a hotplate. A 
100-nm-thick Au film was then dry-transferred to give the gate electrode on 
the dielectric, and the PIB SRL was removed using n-decane. The insets of 
Figure 2-5(a) show a top-view photograph and a side-view schematic of the 
device structure. 
 
2.4.2 Device characterization of OFETs 
Figure 2-5(a) and (b) respectively show the transfer and output characteristics 
of a C14-PBTTT FET with 80-μm channel length and 1.2-mm channel width, 






. A -30V gate voltage can 
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be applied to reach a gate field of 2 MV cm
−1
 before gate dielectric breakdown. 





which is 3 times that of FETs with evaporated metal gate films where a 3 
times as thick dielectric is needed (i.e., 450-nm-thick PS film) for reasonable 
device yields, and hence a higher on−off ratio for the same gate-voltage swing. 
As a consequence, long-channel devices fabricated by simple shadow 
evaporation or printing of the bottom source-drain arrays can be operated with 
± 10 V or so. The results here thus demonstrate that organic FETs with 
transferred metal gates can exhibit enhanced yield and performances over 






Figure 2-5 Low-voltage top-gate organic FETs with 150-nm-thick polystyrene as gate 
polymer dielectric and transferred 100-nm-thick Au film as gate top electrode. (a) 
Transfer characteristics. Inset: (top) Top- and (bottom) side-view of device structures. 
The device comprises a 7-nm Cr/ 30-nm Au source-drain electrodes with channel 
length and width of 80 mm and 1.2 mm respectively. 30-nm-thick C14 PBTTT is used 































































In conclusion, we have successful developed a method to transfer ultra-thin 
metal film onto different surfaces including fragile polymer film and 
demonstrated two applications. This metal transfer method is achieved under 
less harsh condition and may offer a more general method to lay metal 
electrodes in other organic electronic devices as it does not cause damage into 






Chapter 3  Characteristics of ohmic contacts in 
polymer organic field-effect transistors 
 
A self-consistent scheme has been developed based on transmission-line 
model (TLM) to extract the contact resistance Rc and its dependence on 
source−drain current Isd and mobile carrier density σ of organic field-effect 
transistors (OFETs). This has been applied to high-performance top-gate 
bottom-contact poly((2,5-bis(alkyl)-1,4-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-3,6-diyl-







. When the Au source–drain electrodes were modified with a 
polyelectrolyte interlayer, the Rc becomes smaller and shows weaker Isd and σ 
dependences than when untreated. However when the polyelectrolyte 
interlayer is further modified with an oxidant to produce a p-doped contact at 
the DPPT-T2 interface, Rc drops to 18 kΩ cm, which corresponds to a very 
low contact resistivity re of 2 Ω cm2, and shows little or no Isd and σ 
dependences. These non-dispersive characteristics suggest ohmic behaviour 





The performance of OFETs has improved tremendously over the past decade 
due to emergence of high-purity and improved organic semiconductor (OSC) 







As a consequence, OFETs with channel lengths Lch shorter than ca. 20 µm are 
now dominated by contact resistance Rc, even in device configurations with a 
staggered channel placement, i.e., top-gate bottom-contact (TGBC) and 
bottom-gate top-contact (BGTC) devices. The configurations with an in-plane 
electrode and channel placement, i.e., top-gate top-contact (TGTC) and the 
bottom-gate bottom-contact (BGBC) devices, have even larger Rc due to 
current crowding at the electrode edges.[64] Rc reduces the apparent mobility 
and speed of the transistors, and increases the stage delay of digital circuits.[65] 
In particular Rc needs to be smaller than the channel resistance Rch to avoid 
degrading the current-voltage (IV) characteristics and bandwidth of the device 
(large Rc will degrade the device respond performance with poor charge 
injection). Rch is proportional to Lch and inversely proportional to μFET. For 






 and Lch = 20 μm has an “on” 
state Rch = 25 kΩ cm (width normalized) for an accumulation (mobile) carrier 
density σ = 1.0 x 1012 cm−2. Therefore Rc needs to be smaller than 25 kΩ cm in 
this case. 
 
The TLM developed for Si transistors[66] is the simplest and most general 
approach to extract Rc. It only requires the global analysis of the IV 
characteristics derived from a set of nominally identical transistors differing 
only in Lch.[52] However, several challenges are present in OFETs. These 
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include hysteresis and systematic variations at the device level, and 
oversimplification of assumptions at the model level, which have hampered 
accurate extraction of Rc characteristics from OFETs. Nevertheless the 
reported Rc values typically lie within the range of 100−1,000 kΩ cm for 
TGBC devices in which Au is used as the source−drain electrodes for OSCs 
having moderate ionization Ip of 4.8−5.0 eV,[64] such as 6,13-
bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene[67] and poly(2,5-bis(3-
tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene).[68] Doping of the contact 
region by co-evaporating the organic semiconductor and dopants such as F4-
TCNQ,[69] MoOx,[24] and FeCl3,[70] can reduce this to 10−20 kΩ cm. 
However, it is often desirable to develop solution processable methods for this. 
 
Two classes of methods are available to measure Rc directly: (i) scanning 
potentiometry, which includes scanning Kelvin-probe force microscopy 
(KPFM)[71] and atomic-force-microscope potentiometry (AFMP),[72] and (ii) 
gated four-point probe (gFPP) measurements,[15, 73] however these are 





In this chapter we describe an improved scheme based on TLM to self-
consistently obtain Rc from the measured Isd(Vgs, Vds) surface in the strong 
linear regime. The key improvement is the transformation of the more widely 
employed (Vgs, Vds) coordinates to (Isd, σ) coordinates, which directly allows 
Rc to be evaluated as a function of Isd and σ, and hence acquisition of Rc(Isd, σ) 
surface. This provides a conceptual advantage because Rc is more 
fundamentally related to Isd and σ than Vgs and Vds, as we explain below. 
 
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 outlines the TLM and shows a typical potential 
profile across an OFET respectively. The total width-normalized resistance 
across the source−drain electrode Rtot is given by Rtot = Rc1 + Rc2 + Rch (Figure 
3-1), where Rci is the contact resistance at each of the electrode regions (i = 1, 


















 ( 3-1 ) 
 
 
 where V’ds is the potential difference across the channel given by V’d−V’s, Ci 
is the areal gate-dielectric capacitance, Vg,th is the gate threshold voltage, Isd is 
normalized current flowing from drain to source (thus a negative quantity; the 













 is the channel 





i gs g th
V
C V V      is the accumulation 
(mobile) carrier density. This equation assumes equal contributions to Rc from 
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both source and drain regions (Figure 3-2). Rc has indeed been found to be 
more or less similar between the two contacts if the injection barrier is not-
too-high, e.g., for poly(9,9-dialkylfluorene-alt-bithiophene)[18] and 
pentacene[72] films contacted with Au electrodes, but not when the injection 
barrier becomes very large.[19] We have checked using AFMP [74] that a 
representative polymer poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-5-yl)thieno[3,2-
b]thiophene-2,2’-diyl) (Ip 4.9 eV), contacted with Au electrodes does give 
nearly identical source and drain Rc (Figure 3-3). The equation also assumes 
μFET is independent of Lch. This is likely valid for polymer OSCs where 
transport heterogeneity occurs over very short length scales, but may not be so 
for crystalline molecular OSCs if their crystallite size and orientation are 
influenced by Lch. Rtot is measured experimentally from Vds / Ids. Rc is then 
obtained from the plot of Rtot against Lch by linear extrapolation to zero Lch.[64] 
In the conventional scheme, Rtot is evaluated for each Lch at constant Vgs and 
Vds. 
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of the equivalent circuit and current flowing in OFETs 
























Figure 3-2 Schematic electrostatic potential profile across the OFET. Where Vs’ and 
Vd’ are effective source and drain voltage at channel range due to contact resistance. 
 
Figure 3-3 Measured potential profile across the channel of a BGBC PBTTT−C14 
OFET with Au contacts using atomic-force-microscope potentiometry. Resolution, 
100 nm; channel length, 9 mm. Vertical bars indicate the contact voltage drops. 
 
In our proposed scheme, Rtot is evaluated for each Lch at constant Isd and σ. 
Device modeling has recently demonstrated that Rc depends on σ.[75] Hole 
accumulation by the gate field caused EF to shift towards the HOMO edge of 
the OSC, which narrows the “pinch-off” zone for a pinned contact and lowers 
the injection barrier, and hence Rc, with increasing σ for an in-plane channel 
OFET. While this mechanism does not apply directly to a staggered channel 



































which also lowers the injection barrier there (vide infra). Moreover the various 
injection models for non-ohmic contacts, and space-charge-limited conduction, 
also give non-linear IV characteristics. Thus Rc is a function of Isd, whether 
limited by injection or by space-charge conduction. Finally μFET may also 
depend on σ.[76] 
 
The implementation is as follows. Device characteristic were first checked to 
be well-behaved with no hysteresis. Isd can then be taken from Is or –Id, in 
either transfer or output format. In our experience, it is preferable to use Is in 
the transfer format to facilitate a minor gate leakage correction, if desired, by 
subtraction of the Is (Vgs) characteristic collected at Vds=0. The IV plots were 
then interpolated using a piecewise polynomial functions to give Isd(Vgs, Vds). 
Then a set of Isd and σ values were selected in the strong linear regime, The 
(Vgs,th + Vds/ 2) term needed to compute σ was obtained from extrapolation of 
the linear transistor regime, and Vgs,th checked for self-consistency, i.e., 
independence of Vds and Lch. We restricted analysis to the strong linear regime 
where |Vgs|>>|Vds| to minimize errors caused by possible Rc asymmetry. Then 
Rtot was computed from Vds/ Ids for each set of (Lch, Isd, σ) values. A global fit 
of the slopes of Rtot(Lch) for different σ was then performed, assuming µFET = α 
+ βσ, where α is the apparent mobility at zero σ, and β is the carrier-density 
coefficient. Figure 3-4 shows a typical family of Rtot(Lch) plots obtained with 
different Isd values at constant σ. The agreement between the data and the 
predicted S slopes is excellent, indicating self-consistency with the fitted µFET 
value. In contrast fitting to the conventional scheme often produced systematic 




Figure 3-4 Example Rtot vs Lch plots to find Rc from the Lch = 0 intercepts for different 




 for PEDT:PSSH-coated Au as source−drain 
contacts, diketopyrrolopyrrole copolymer (DPP) as semiconductor, and 490-nm thick 
polystyrene as gate dielectric.  
 
A particular challenge with the conventional scheme is its assumption that Rc 
is well-defined at each (Vgs, Vds) independent of Lch. This requires Rc to be 
independent of Isd since Isd changes with Lch for given Vds. If Rc is moreover 
required to converge for different Vgs, both µFET and Rc are further required to 
be independent of σ. These requirements are typically not met in devices. The 
proposed scheme here makes more realistic assumptions on Rc, and generates 
Rc on a more meaningful (Isd,σ) surface. Although the (Isd, σ) coordinates are 



























3.3 Experimental  
3.3.1 OFET device fabrication 
To test our methodology and investigate the resultant Rc characteristics, we 
fabricated a family of three sets of TGBC OFETs with DPPT-T2 (Ip 5.15 eV; 
chemical structure related to that in Ref. [77]) as OSC, and Au source-drain 
electrodes. The three sets comprise an unmodified contact, a dipolar-interlayer 
contact (Treatment #1) and a p-doped contact (Treatment #2) to progressively 
alter their Rc from non-ohmic to ohmic characteristics. Each set comprises 
several Lch values. DPPT-T2 was chosen due to its superior performance 
characteristics: high µFET, small Vgs,th, high stability and good reproducibility. 
 
The devices were fabricated on 250-μm-thick poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
foils patterned with 30-nm-thick Au electrodes (Lch = 10, 20, 50, 100 μm; W = 
1 cm). The Au surface was pre-cleaned by O2 plasma to give a work function 
of 5.2 eV,[78] which provides the unmodified reference. Its expected effective 
work function in contact with DPPT-T2 is 4.4 eV, based on “universal” values 
found by electroabsorption spectroscopy.[79] In Treatment #1, the clean 
electrode surface was modified by self-aligned assembly onto Au of a 
poly(styrenesulfonate cesium) (PSSCs) monolayer (prepared from 
poly(styrenesulfonic acid) by ion-exchange following the procedures of 
Ref.[80]). Polyelectrolytes tend to bind to metal electrodes rather than the 
hydrophobic channel region possibly due to image-charge interactions. 
Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and variable-angle 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) both suggest a monolayer thickness of 1–2 
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nm. Preparation and characterization details will be published elsewhere.[81] 
In Treatment #2, the polyelectrolyte monolayer is subsequently ion-exchanged 
with tris(p-bromophenyl) aminium (TPA
+
) hexachloroantimonate to 
completely displace Cs
+
 and give PSSTPA. TPA
+
 is a strong one-electron 
dopant (oxidant) that can p-dope DPPT-T2. To complete the OFETs, a 100-
nm-thick DPPT-T2 film was spin-cast from chlorobenzene, annealed to 100⁰C 
(10 min, N2); a 480-nm-thick polystyrene film was spin-cast from n-butyl 
acetate, annealed to 90⁰C (10 min, N2); and then 7-nm Cr/ 30-nm Ag gate 
electrodes were evaporated through a shadow mask. 
 
Treatment #2 gives a p-doped contact where the DPPT-T2 film is doped at its 
interface with the electrode, as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.[81] 
Treatment #1 on the other hand gives a dipolar-interlayer contact that is 
substantially undoped but with a greatly lowered hole-injection barrier 
compared to Au due to ionic layering.[81] Thus the apparent work function of 
a 3-nm-thick DPPT-T2 film increases from 4.4 eV when deposited on clean 
Au, to 4.5–4.55 eV on Au/ PSSCs, and 4.7–4.8 eV on Au/ PSSTPA, 
confirming p-doping of the contact given by the last member of this family. 
 
3.3.2 Diode device fabrication 
To get space-charge-limited-current mobility μSCLC , we made diode devices 
with 100 and 150-nm thick DPP-co-polymer. 45-nm-thick PEDT:PSSH film 
was deposited on oxygen-plasma treated ITO glass substrate by spin-coating 
followed by 10 min anneal in N2 atmosphere at 140 
o
C, after which DPP-co-
polymer films were spin coated from chlorobenzene solution with various 
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concentration to achieve different thickness. Finally 50-nm-thick palladium 
electrodes were deposited on top of semiconductor layer by thermal 
evaporating at 10
-6
 Torr. I−V characteristics was then performed on Keithley 




3.4 Contact resistance analysis 
3.4.1 I-V characteristic of OFETs 
The IV characteristics of OFETs are shown in Figure 3-5 for Lch = 20 μm. 
They reveal a progressive enhancement in Isd: unmodified Au < Treatment #1 











 (Treatmetn #2). However when we analyzed the characteristics 
using our Rc extraction scheme, all three electrodes give the same linear μFET, 






. This validates our methodology, since the true μFET is 
a channel property that does not depend on contacts. Moreover reproducibility 
of Vgs,th was better than ± 1.0 V for different Vds and Lch; and β≈ 0, which 






Figure 3-5 IV characteristics of TGBC OFETs with DPP as semiconductor and 
polystyrene as gate dielectric. Gate capacitance, 4.6 nF cm
−2
; Lch = 20 mm; W = 1.0 
cm. (a) Transfer curves, oxygen plasma-treated Au reference source−drain electrodes. 
Output curves: (b) Oxygen-plasma-treated Au electrodes as reference, (c) Au 
electrodes modified by treatment #1, and (d) Au electrodes modified by treatment #2. 
Inset: Schematic of the OFET structure. The semiconductor layer is100 nm thick. 
 
3.4.2 Improved transfer line method 
Figure 3-6 shows the Rc(Ids, σ) surfaces extracted for these devices. Rc for the 
unmodified Au reference is 50 kΩ cm at σ = 1.4 x 1012 cm−2, Isd = 0.15 mA 
cm
−1
. This increases to 63 kΩ cm at 0.95 x 1012 cm−2, 0.15 mA cm−1. They are 
already substantially lower than the values of 100−1,000 kΩ cm that have 
been reported,[64] suggesting that clean Au can provide a relatively good hole 
contact to DPPT-T2 despite the large difference between Ip and effective work 
















































































thermodynamic barrier at the contacts can be substantially attenuated by 
narrowing of the pinch-off zone as σ increases in the channel.[75] 
 
Figure 3-6 Rc(Isd, s) surfaces for the three sets of DPP OFETs. (a) Oxygen-plasma-
treated Au electrodes as reference, (b) Au electrodes modified by treatment #1, (c) Au 
electrodes modified by a treatment #2. Lines are guides for the eye. Rc and Isd are 
normalized by channel width. 
 
The Rc(Ids, σ) surface reveals the Rc characteristics are dispersive, i.e., 
dependent on Isd and σ, suggesting the contact is still non-ohmic. Rc decreases 
with increasing Isd, hence the ratio of [(Vs−V’s) + (V’d−Vd)] to Isd decreases 
with Isd. There are two contributions to this superlinear IV behavior: space-
charge resistivity and non-ohmic electrode−semiconductor resistivity, which 
will be separated below. Rc also decreases with increasing σ. This has 
previously been interpreted as a gate effect on bulk conductivity.[18] Since the 
gate potential is completely screened by carriers in the conduction channel that 
extends beneath the source and drain electrodes (Figure 3-2), it cannot be a 
true gate voltage effect. Qualitatively similar dependences of Rc on Isd and Vgs 
have also been reported in gFPP studies.[82] We propose this dispersion 
behavior is due to reduction of the hole-injection barrier as the bulk hole 
density rises in response to carrier diffusion from the conduction channel. 


































































Au treatment #2 
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a tail extending away from the channel, which should become even more 
pronounced in high-mobility OSCs with large diffusion coefficients.[83] 
 




, 0.15 mA 
cm
−1
; and both its Isd and σ dependences grow weaker. With Treatment #2, Rc 
decreases further to 18 kΩ cm, and becomes practically independent of Isd and 
σ. The Rc attained is also the lowest reported so far for solution-processed 
OSCs with medium Ip. This systematic evolution from dispersive to non-
dispersive behavior suggests that the strong Rc dependences on Vds and Vgs 
reported up till now are in fact signatures of non-ohmic contacts. 
 
3.4.3 Further discussion on ohmic contact resistance 
To separate the contributions to this dispersion, we consider Rc given by:  
 
c SCLC OR R R     ( 3-2 ) 
 
Where ΣRSCLC is the space-charge resistance over both the source and drain 
regions, and RO represents all other contributions. The space-charge resistance 
arises from the voltage drop across the undoped OSC film between the 
electrodes and the conduction channel. 
  
For a space-charge-limited-current (SCLC) that obeys the Mott-Gurney 
equation, the SCLC resistivity rSCLC (= V J
-1
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( 3-3 ) 
 
where εo is the vacuum permittivity, ɛr is the relative permittivity (≈ 3.0), J is 
current density (areal), µb is bulk mobility which may be carrier-density 
dependent, and t is the layer thickness. Since J is nearly uniformly distributed 
over the electrode area in the vertical direction (vide infra), J ≈ 0.30 A cm–2 
at Isd = 0.15 mA cm
−1
. This gives rSCLC≈2.5Ωcm
2
 for each electrode region 






 over a wide voltage range from 
flatband voltage to + 3 V. µb was fitted by drift–diffusion simulation[85] of 
the IV characteristic in 100-nm-thick DPPT-T2 diodes with poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) as ohmic hole contact and 
Pd as blocking electron contact, after taking into account the built-in potential 
following Ref [86]. 
 
Another key contribution to RO comes from the electrode−semiconductor 
contact resistivity re. If re and rSCLC are small, the current self-confines to a 
short length at the edge of the electrode.[87] However if re or rSCLC or both are 
large, the current distributes over the entire length of the electrode. This 
spreadout minimizes Rc by reducing the re and rSCLC contributions while 
increasing the S contribution, as carriers travel further along the conduction 
channel beyond the electrode edges Figure 3-1. 
 












( 3-4 ) 
 
where rc,eff = rSCLC + re, Le is electrode length in the channel direction (here 5 
μm, half of the actual length due to symmetry), and LT is transfer length of 
current over the electrode, given by: 
 
, /T c effL r S  
( 3-5 ) 
 






, and S = 10 MΩ −1 (at 1.4 x 1012 cm−2), we find 







, even with the best contacts available (vide infra). Therefore 
the transistor current is expected to be nearly uniformly distributed over the 







, and thus Rc ≈ 
rc,eff
Le
 for each electrode region. 
 
For the best Rc here of 18 kΩ cm, we find rc,eff = 4.5 Ω cm2 for each electrode 
region, assuming Rc is equally distributed between the two electrodes. Since 
rSCLC ≈ 2.5 Ω cm
2
, re ≈ 2 Ω cm
2
, which is the lowest value reported so far,[89] 
and the device is beginning to be dominated by the SCLC resistivity through 
the thickness of the film. Hence the Rc is near the theoretical minimum. The re 
is only a factor of five as large as that in amorphous Si FETs.[87] Diode 
electroabsorption spectroscopy has suggested that the ohmic regime onsets at a 




.[86, 90] This is attained 
here because of p-doping of the contact. The resultant re is practically 
independent of Isd and σ, which we propose provides an operational definition 
of ohmic contacts in OFETs. For comparison, the unmodified Au electrode 
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gives re ≈ 10 Ω cm
2
, and the dipolar-interlayer modified electrode ≈ 5 Ω cm2 




, 0.15 mA cm
−1
). These show significant dispersion, 
paralleling the Rc (Isd, σ) surface. 
 
An important corollary of the above analysis is the following. For LT > Le, Rc 
can be reduced simply by increasing Le, which appears to have been 
overlooked previously. Rc can also be reduced by reducing the semiconductor 
film thickness. Although of considerable technological importance, Rc is thus 





In summary, we have described a simple self-consistent scheme to extract 
reliable contact resistance as a function of current and carrier density in the 
strong linear regime of OFETs, and implemented this to obtain new insights 
into Rc(Isd, σ) surfaces for a high-performance DPPT-T2 polymer. The 
minimum Rc and re values were obtained in devices with a p-doped contact 
imposed by a dopant-polyelectrolyte interlayer. The lack of strong dependence 
of the resultant Rc and re on current and carrier density is characteristic of an 





Chapter 4 Nature of charge carriers at 
semiconductor/dielectric interface in an n-channel 
organic field-effect transistor investigated by charge 
modulation spectroscopy (CMS) 
 
In this chapter, we have investigated two semiconductor/dielectric interface of 
high performance n-type material poly [N,N'-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-
1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5'-(2,2'-bithiophene) P(NDI2OD-T2) 
using optical charge modulation spectroscopy (CMS) in a top-gate bottom-
contact (TGBC) field-effect transistors (OFET) configuration. We fabricated 
PNDI2OD-T2 OFETs using CTYOP and PMMA as gate dielectrics. We 
obtained new understanding of their CMS spectra signal after systematic study 
under different applied source-drain voltage (Vd), modulation gate voltage 
(Vdc+Vac) and modulation frequency (f). Together with polarized light CMS, 
we confirmed that the CMS spectra signal is complicated by Electro-
absorption signal (EA), for CYTOP/P(NDI2OD-T2) sample. Lastly, we 
compared the responsivity of CYTOP/P(NDI2OD-T2) and 
PMMA/P(NDI2OD-T2) OFET under  light illumination, we found about four 
times enhanced in CYTOP/P(NDI2OD-T2). This evidence confirms EA signal 






Charge modulation spectroscopy (CMS) technique is widely applied in 
investigating the properties at dielectric/organic semiconductor interface in 
both small molecule [91, 92] and polymer organic semiconductors.[93, 94] It 
probes the light absorption coefficient change due to injected charge carriers at 
the accumulation layer, which screens the semiconductor bulk from modulated 
voltage so that electro-absorption (EA) signal due to stark effect should not 
present in accumulation mode. Experimentally, however, there are also cases 
where electro-absorption signal was observed in CMS experiments [38, 95] 
when the applied gate field could not be fully screened by charges. EA signals 
from devices operating in depletion mode are usually used to avoid affection 
by modulated charges.  
 
There are already numerous CMS works for p-type organic 
semiconductors.[33, 36, 96] Most recently, a high-performance n-type organic 
semiconductor based on naphthalenediimide (PNDI2OD-T2) was synthesized 
[97] thereafter Caironi et al. reported CMS on PNDI2OD-T2.[98, 99] 
However, their studies were limited to zero source-drain voltage. Systematic 
studies of the CMS behavior with biased source-drain, including the effect of 
parameters like modulation frequency, incident polarization and dielectric 
materials, are still lacking. It is important to study the charge carrier behavior 
under source-drain bias which leads to better understanding of the interface 
properties when the device is at “on” state. In this chapter, we fabricated 
TGBC OFETs using PNDI2OD-T2 organic semiconductor, and CYTOP and 
PMMA as gate dielectrics and studied their CMS spectra under applied 
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positive source-drain voltage and systematic study of the EA signal affected 





4.2.1 Image reversal photolithography 
For top gate bottom contact configuration OFETs fabrication, one of the main 
considerations is a robust dielectric layer. Generally the polymer dielectric 
layer of several hundred nanometers thick will be deposited through spin-
coating, and is very vulnerable to the penetration of those sharp peaks of 
bottom electrodes at edges which are originated from traditional 
photolithography and generally called “rabbit ears”. For the work of this 
chapter it is crucial to avoid dielectric short due to the large device area. We 
therefore have optimized the substrate preparation method to fabricate TGBC 
OFET devices with high live ratio, which is an important part of this work. 
 
 










Positive photoresist Negative photoresist
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General photo lithography steps are shown as in Figure 4-1. Substrates with 
spin-coated photoresist on top are exposed to exposing light through patterned 
mask. Chemical reaction will occur at exposed region and makes the 
photoresist become either soluble or insoluble in developer depending on 
which kind of photoresist is used. Positive photoresist turns from insoluble to 
soluble in developer and negative photoresist turns from soluble to insoluble 
after being exposed. After dissolving off soluble part in developer solution, a 
metal layer can be deposited on patterned substrate by thermal evaporation. 
The final metal electrodes pattern is achieved by washing off all photoresist 
and the metal on top of it. 
 
The formation mechanism of “rabbit ears” using positive photoresist is 
illustrated in Figure 4-2. Due to the radiation attenuation through photoresist 
thickness, the exposure dosage is weaker at bottom than that at top, and a 
typical slope will present at sidewall of photoresist, thus the deposited metal 
film is continues at the edge of photoresist. After the photoresist is washed off, 
part of the metal on the slope may not be removed completely and the 
remained peaks are rabbit ears. These peaks can be more than 100nm at some 
places and will penetrate the dielectric layer, cause device failure. To avoid the 





Figure 4-2 Schematic of rabbit ear formation on positive photoresist: (left) typical 
slope on photoresist sidewall after development; (middle) metal deposited on both 
substrate and photoresist side wall; (right) rabbit ear due to uncompleted metal lift-off. 
The drawing illustrates the zoomed area at the foot of photoresist, where purple 
region is substrate, red region is photoresist and golden region is metal. 
 
Image reversal photolithography is basically changing the positive tone 
photoresist to negative tone, and the procedure is shown as in Figure 4-4. The 
general mechanism of exposure for positive photoresist is the decomposition 
of diazoquinone into carbene and eventually carboxylic acid with presence of 
water, as shown in Figure 4-3. While image reversal photolithography 
involves an ammonium bake step after exposure (Figure 4-4 (b)), which is 
heating the photoresist in ammonium atmosphere during which the carboxylic 
acid group will leave as CO2 and the resulted indene is insoluble in developer, 
as shown in Figure 4-5. After a flood UV exposure (all area exposure) (Figure 
4-4 (c)), the previously masked part will become soluble and thus a negative 
lithography effect is achieved. By choosing the first exposing time so that the 
photoresist is fully exposed on the surface but under exposed in deep area, the 
resulted photoresist mode will have an inverted undercut shape as shown in 
Figure 4-4 (g). The deposited metal film is discontinued at the photoresist 
edge and can be fully removed when photoresist is dissolved away, thus the 






Figure 4-3 Chemical reaction when active component in photoresist is exposed to 
light and becomes soluble in base solution. 
 
Figure 4-4 Schematic of image reversal photolithography: (a) first exposure; (b) 
ammonium bake; (c) flood exposure; (d) development with developer; (e) metal 
deposition; (f)lift-off of photoresist and metal on top of it. (g) (h) (i) are zoomed 
illustration of (d) (e) (f) to show the inverted slope and clean metal edge. 
 
Figure 4-5 Chemical reaction in ammonium back step of image photolithography. 
 
Glass substrates were soaked in SC-1 solution (deionized water/30w% 



















by washing with deionized water and isopropanol, blowing dry with N2 before 
use. A SAM layer of hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) was deposited onto 
substrates by heating the substrates at 120 
o
C for 10 min in a petri dish with 
200 μl HMDS (Sigma-Aldrich 98%) inside. Photoresist S1813S 
(MICROPOSIT
TM
 Dow chemical) was them spin coated on glass substrates at 
speed of 3000 rpm to achieve 1.4 μm thick films. The substrates were baked at 
120 
o
C for 3 min and sent for UV exposure on a Suss MJB3 Mask Aligner. 
The mask pattern used was interdigitated FET with channel length of 20 μm 
and channel width of 22.5 cm. After first exposure for 40s, the substrates were 
put into a petri dish with three 2 cm diameter 1 cm height containers filled 
with ammonia hydroxide solution (30w%). The petri dish was then heated at 
110 
o
C for 5 min during which the substrates were immersed in ammonia 
atmosphere. The substrates were then moved to mask aligner for flood UV 
exposure without a mask. The developer used here was MF 319 
(MICROPOSIT
TM
 Dow chemical), 2.2w% aqueous solution of 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide. The substrates were immersed in developer 
solution for 2 min followed by washing with deionized water and blowing dry 
with N2. 7-nm-thick Cr and 50-nm-thick Au was subsequently deposited on 
the substrates by thermal evaporation at pressure below 3x10
-6
 mbar. The 
photoresist and metal on top was removed by immersing substrates in acetone 
for 5 min followed by spraying with acetone and isopropanol. The resulted 




4.2.2 OFET device fabrication for CMS characterization 
OFET device for CMS characterization applied top gate bottom contact 
configuration as shown in Figure 4-6(a). The glass substrates with 
interdigitated electrodes were cleaned by oxygen plasma before use. A 40-nm-
thick poly [N,N'-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-
2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5'-(2,2'-bithiophene) P(NDI2OD-T2) (ActivInk N2200, Polyera, 
chemical structure shown in Figure 4-6(b)) layer was deposited by spin-
coating 10mg/ml dichlorobenzene solution and annealing at 110 
o
C for 10 min. 
Dielectrics were spin-coated on top of semiconductor layer followed by 30 
min’s anneal at 90 oC. Two polymers were used as dielectrics, one is non-
polar fluorinated polymer CYTOP
TM
 (AGC) and one is polar polymer 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (Sigma-Aldrich), details shown as in Table 1. 7-
nm-thick Cr and 20-nm-thick Ag were subsequently deposited through 
shadow evaporation as gate electrode, Cr layer worked as a barrier against Ag 
atom penetration to increase dielectric stability. All fabrication processes were 
carried out in nitrogen filled glove box. 
 
Figure 4-6 (a) Device structure of TGBC OFET deivce; (b) Chemical structure of 









































Table 1 Details of dielectrics used for OFETs fabrication, dielectric constant κ is 
obtained from source of purchase. 
 
4.2.3 Charge modulation spectroscopy 
The charge modulation spectroscopy experiment setup is shown in Figure 4-7. 
TGBC P(NDI2OD-T2) OFET devices were loaded in a temperature-
controllable cryostat (Janis CCS-100/202) under nitrogen atmosphere. The 
cryostat was then placed onto an optical table and vacuumed to 3 x 10
-6
 mbar 
by a turbo-molecular pump system backed by a dry diaphragm pump. The 
devices were either in N2 atmosphere or high vacuum condition during the 
whole experiment and were not exposed to ambient. Light beam from halogen 
lamp (50 W) passed through monochromator (Newport CS260, F /3.9) and 
was reflected by a series of optical mirrors and regulated by an iris diaphragm. 
A Glan-Taylor calcite polarizer with rotation mount was inserted when 
polarizing light was used in experiment. The focused light spot shines on 
device channel with 45
o
 of incident angle and was reflected then focused onto 









SR830) and digital multi-meter (Keithley 2400) system. A constant source 
drain bias (Vs=0 V, Vd=1 V, 10 V and 20 V) was applied to device during each 
measurement by high voltage amplifier (AVTECH), and modulated gate 
voltage (Vg=Vdc+Vac; Vdc=0 V, 20 V, 40 V, 50 V, Vac=5 V, 10 V, 15 V) was 
biased to gate electrode by high voltage amplifier with frequency signal 
provided by lock-in amplifier. The temperature was controlled by helium 
condenser and Cryo-con 22 temperature controller system. Monochrometer, 
SR830 lock-in amplifier and Keithley 2400 system were controlled by a 
Labview program on a PC. Each scan (1.1 eV to 2.8 eV with 0.02 eV intervals) 
was taken five times to take average for better signal/noise ratio.  
 
Figure 4-7 Schematic of CMS experiment setup in reflection mode, the inset 





















4.2.4 UV-vis absorption spectroscopy 
P(NDI2OD-T2) film was spun on glass substrate from chlorobenzene solution. 
The film was annealed at 100 
o
C for 10 min before measurement. UV-vis 
absorption spectrum was obtained from S1024DW Deep Well Spectrometer. 
All process steps were carried out in nitrogen-filled glove box. 
 
4.2.5 Phototransistor characterization 
Phototransistor characterizations were performed in same cryostat and with 
same light source as CMS experiment. Source-drain current was recorded by 
Keithley 4200 system in both dark and illuminated environment as Idark and Iph.  
 
4.2.6 Data processing of two independent signals in CMS experiment 
We achieved high yield of working devices for our OFETs with 3 mm x 3 mm 
device area and also low leakage current (10 μA upon fabrication), which 
proved the success of image reversal photolithography substrates fabrication. 
The linear field-effect mobility of P(NDI2OD-T2) OFET devices was between 
0.1-0.3 cm
2
/Vs at room temperature, which was consistent to reported 
values.[97, 98, 100] Current drop was observed after several runs of CMS 
measurement, while the drop was less than 50% and devices still operated in 
deep linear regime till end of the test. 
 
Here we use our experimental CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP OFET 
shown as in Figure 4-8 to demonstrate how we analysis CMS spectra that 
contains two independent signals (S1, S2) . It can be seen that channel X and 
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Y do not resemble to each other in shape. We found that by applying different 
phase change we still cannot make the  channel X and Y signal be expressed 
in form tanθ=Y/X with a constant θ over x axis. This means that the signal is 
actually a mixture of at least two signals with same frequency and different 
phases. 
  
Figure 4-8 CMS spectrum of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP OFET device at room 





Figure 4-9 illustrates the situations when one or two signals are involved 
respectively. When there is only one signal S, X, Y and θ have a simple 
relationship as expressed in eqn ( 1-8 ). When there are two signals S1 and S2 














( 4-1 ) 
 
X and Y channels consist of components from both S1 and S2 signals, in other 



























Figure 4-9 (Left) Single signal S with phase θ; (Right) two signals S1 and S2 with 
phase θ1 and θ2 are projected onto X and Y channels. 
 
Post data processing is thus needed to extract “clean” signals (i.e. X’ and Y’) 
in which X’ and Y’ contain only S1 and S2 signal respectively. If the values of 
θ1 and θ2 are known, then take the following transformation: 
 
2 2 1 2
1 1 1 2
' *sin *cos 1*sin( )
' *sin *cos 2*sin( )
X X Y S
Y X Y S
   
   
    
   
 
( 4-2 ) 
 
X’ and Y’ contain only one signal respectively and thus S1 and S2 are 
separated. 
 
To extract signals from the CMS spectrum in Figure 4-8, θ1 and θ2 are needed. 
Assume X and Y channels are both mixture of S1 and S2, and dominated by 
one of them, it is quite apparent that S1 has a dominant peak at 1.1-1.5 eV 
region. By adjusting θ1 value and making Y’ channel clear of S1 component as 














Figure 4-10 Y’ channel at 1.1~1.5 eV region with various θ1 value. The green line 
(θ1=-1.5
o
) is free of S1 component. 
  
Figure 4-11 Y’ channel in full range at θ1 =1.5°. This signal is free of S1 component 
and contains S2 only. 
 
Since S1 does not have apparent flat region which can differentiate from S2, 
S1 and θ2 cannot be extracted in the same way as S2 and θ1. Experimentally it 
is found that Y channel is greatly affected by Vd value while the change of X 
channel is small, as shown in Figure 4-12. At Vd=1 V, Y channel is nearly flat. 
As Vd increases, three peaks at around 1.5 eV, 1.7 eV and 2.5 eV become 









































reasonable to assume that S1 is independent of Vd and the change of X with 
different Vd is due to the S2 component in X channel. 
     
Figure 4-12 CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP OFET device with Vd set to 
(a)1V; (b)10 V; and (c) 20 V. Vdc=50 V, Vac=10 V, modulation frequency f= 170 Hz, 
LIA phase -30
o
, room temperature (295 K). 
 
By adjusting θ2 and compare the resulted X’ channels of Vd=1 V, 10 V and 20 
V at 1.9~2.3 eV region, as shown in Figure 4-13, θ2 is determined to be -47
o
 




























   
 






. The comparison of 













































































4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Analysis of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP spectra 
X’ channel 
X’ channel resembles CMS spectrum of P(NDI2OD-T2) film comparing with 
literatures [98, 99]. Three bleaching peaks in Figure 4-14 at 1.59 eV, 1.82 eV, 
2.04 eV are assigned to intermolecular excited state, the intramolecular CT 
and its vibronic replica respectively.[99] There are three main charge-induced 
absorption peaks in CMS spectrum, locating at 1.48 eV, 1.69 eV and 2.53 eV. 
Caironi et al.[98] in 2011 performed CMS on P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP 
devices and located only two absorption peaks at 1.48 eV and 2.8 eV, the peak 
at 1.69 eV is above 0 and hence not analyzed as absorption peak. While 
D’Innocenzo et al. [99] in 2014 performed CMS on P(NDI2OD-
T2)/Polystyrene and found that the peak at 1.65 eV which is above 0 line  at 
room temperature would become evident charge-induced absorption below 0 
line if the characterization was done at low temperature (100 K) or 
P(NDI2OD-T2) film was melt-annealed at 350 
o
C. The two absorption peaks 
at 1.48 eV and 1.65 eV are suggested to originate from the same polaronic 
species associated with same charged polymer segment instead of two 
different charge-induced bands.[99] The charge-induced absorption peak at 
1.69 eV in our CMS spectrum is already evident at room temperate without 
any melt-anneal treatment. We don’t understand this difference in observation 
but suggest that it is likely due to different fabrication conditions for gate 
dielectric (CYTOP was deposited in air in the work of reference [98] while the 
devices in this work was fabricated in nitrogen-filled glove box) and 
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semiconductor (P(NDI2OD-T2) was annealing for more than 12 hours while 
the device in this work was annealed for 10 min only) Further discussion will 
be given later to show that electro-absorption signal also contributes to X’ 
channel. 
      






Y’ channel is ~45o away from X’ channel in phase and we attribute it to stark 
effect resulting from the voltage drop at electrode edge due to contact 
resistance. Figure 4-15 shows the Y’ channel spectra of device with Vd set to 1 
V, 10 V and 20 V after processing. The peak position are slightly red-shifted 
while peak intensity increases dramatically with Vd, which is apparently not a 
feature of CMS signal, which is independent of Vd in accumulation regime. 
Three main negative peaks are present in the spectra at 1.54 eV, 1.72 eV and 


























     
Figure 4-15 Y’ channel spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP interface at different Vd. 






To further confirm Y’ to be electro-absorption signal, the device was 
characterized in depletion region to get electro-absorption spectrum. The 
electro-absorption experiment setup was same as CMS experiment except that 
the gate voltage was negative. Experiment conditions and EA spectrum are 
shown in Figure 4-16. Three positive peaks are present at 1.47 eV, 1.70 eV 
and 2.50 eV and one broad negative peak is present at 1.81~2.30 eV. The 
peaks at 1.70 eV and 2.50 eV in Figure 4-16 and the peaks at 1.72 eV and 2.50 
eV in Figure 4-15 resemble in shape with opposite sign. The broad peaks in 
the Y’ spectrum and EA spectrum at 2.5 eV are also similar in position and 
shape. The peak at 1.47 eV, however, is red-shifted compared to the peak in Y’ 
spectrum at 1.54 eV by 0.07 eV. Experimentally it is found that the downward 
peak in EA spectrum at 1.56 eV is dependent on Vdc value, for example, when 
Vdc is set to be -40 V, there will be a negative peak at 1.56 eV with intensity 
higher than the peak at 1.47 eV. This non-EA feature is suggested to be 




























resulted from the leakage current between source/drain electrodes and gate 
electrode and may be responsible for the difference of the 0.07 eV. Since the 
main peaks in Y’ and EA spectrum matched well, we attribute Y’ to be EA 
signal.  
    





Generally, such EA signal is not supposed to be observed in accumulation 
mode, when the semiconductor bulk is screened by the layer of charge carriers. 
Even if the charge carrier layer is not enough to completely screen the electric 
field which is not like to be the case in our experiment, that still cannot explain 
the dramatic change of EA signal with increasing Vd.  
 
Here we attempted to explain how the EA signal is generated. As introduced 
in Chapter 3, there is a voltage step at electrode/semiconductor interface due 
to contact resistance. According to atomic-force-microscope potentiometry in 























several µm away from electrode into semiconductor, and we assume in TGBC 
device this distance will be shorter due to current crowding effect. When the 
gate voltage is modulated, the current I is also modulated along with charge 
carriers density σ. The voltage drop at electrode edge, which can be expressed 
as the product of current and contact resistance (ΔV=I * Rc), is therefore also 
modulated with the same frequency. We now have a modulated electric field 
in semiconductor bulk at electrode edge along the direction of the current flow, 
from which the EA signal is generated. 
 
Another proof for this hypothesis is that at low temperature down to 100K the 
CMS signal can fully be rotated into X channel (in phase) with flat Y channel 
(quadrature), as shown in Figure 4-17, (compare with Figure 4-8). This is 
because at low temperature the field-effect mobility drops dramatically and 
channel current is two orders of magnitude lower than room temperature 




   
Figure 4-17 CMS spectrum of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP OFET device at 100 K. 




Brown et al.[36] also observed electro-absorption signal in accumulation CMS 
spectrum if P3HT MIS device at 110 K with a difference phase from CMS 
signal. The EA signal was noticeable at low temperature but negligible at 
room temperature, while the condition in this work is the opposite, which 
indicates that the EA signal observed in the above report is different from this 
work. This contact resistance related EA signal in CMS experiment has not 
been reported before because the contacts are normally grounded and no 
lateral current exists in the channel in other reported CMS work.[98] The 
results shown here provides an indirect method to probe the current flow 
profile in semiconductor at the joint part with contacts as well as the contact 


























4.3.2 Analysis of P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA spectra 
The CMS spectrum under s-polarized light at room temperature is shown as 
Figure 4-18; spectrum under p-polarized light was also taken and is not shown 
here due to the similarity of the two spectra. There are two main bleaching 
peaks at 1.69 eV and 2.4 eV and one shoulder at ~1.99 eV. Two negative 
peaks are positioned at 1.25 eV and 1.41 eV. The declining curve trend in high 
energy region implies another charge-induced absorption/bleaching pair 
corresponding to the UV-vis absorption peak at 3.13 eV. The peak at 1.41 eV 
is red-shifted compared to the peak at 1.48 eV in P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP 
CMS spectrum, which can be explained by the interface dipolar disorder due 
to polar nature of PMMA.[96, 98] Caironi et al. observed a shoulder below 
1.30 eV in P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA CMS spectrum can attributed it to less-
uniform energy land-scape experienced by the charges. A well-resolved peak 
in our CMS spectrum at the same position indicates is a new charge-reduced 
absorption corresponding to a transition at lower energy. The difference may 
result from different dielectric deposition condition (in nitrogen vs in air) or 
semiconductor annealing condition. The variation of bleaching peaks was also 
observed elsewhere and was attributed to interference effect related to the 
higher diffractive index of PMMA material.[98] Both CMS spectra of 
P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP and P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA devices show narrow 
bleaching peaks at low energy compared to common OSC polymer like regio-
regular P3HT [101] or pBTTT [96]. 
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Figure 4-18 CMS spectrum of P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA OFET device under s-
polarized light at room temperature. Vdc=50V, Vac=10V, Vd=10V, modulation 




4.3.3 Effects of temperature, modulation frequency, Vac and Vdc on CMS 
spectra 
Temperature-dependent CMS spectra 
Figure 4-19 shows the CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP at room 
temperature (295 K), 100 K and 30 K, which are normalized by the bleaching 
peak at 1.80 eV. As temperature dropping from 295 K to 30 K the bleaching 
peaks at 1.58 eV and 1.80 eV are red-shifted by 0.03~0.05 eV, and the charge-
induced absorption peaks become narrower, which are predictable and have 
been observed before.[99] However, the well resolved charge absorption 
transitions even at room temperature are quite uncommon to observe, and in 
another work those transitions were only obtained by decreasing temperature 
or melt-annealing the device. [99] As discussed previously (section 4.3.1), we 

























   
Figure 4-19 CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP at various temperature, Vdc=50 
V, Vac=10 V, Vd=10 V, modulation frequency f=170 Hz, LIA phase -30
o
. The spectra 
are normalized by the bleaching peak at 1.80 eV. 
 
Modulation-frequency and Vac dependent CMS spectra 
Figure 4-20 illustrates the CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP OFET 
with different Vac (5 V, 10 V and 15 V) and at different modulation 
frequencies f (170 Hz, 420 Hz and 1024 Hz). CMS signal intensity is 
proportional to the difference of charge carrier concentration between 
Vg=Vdc+Vac and Vg=Vdc-Vac, thus also proportional to Vac but independent to 
Vdc. EA signal intensity is quadratic in electric field F. F is controlled by Vg, 
thus is proportional to Vdc * Vac, and proportional to Vac at constant Vdc. The 
spectra ideally follow the ratio of 1:2:3 in intensity for both in-phase (X) and 
quadrature (Y) channels in (a) (b) and (c). This again proves the device was 
characterized in linear regime with the modulated voltage far beyond threshold 
voltage.  

























Figure 4-20 Room temperature CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP at different 
Vac for  different modulation frequency f (a) 170 Hz (b) 420 Hz and (c) 1024 Hz. LIA 
phase -12.5
o






 respectively.  
An obvious trend of decreasing in intensity with increasing modulation 
frequency can be observed by comparing Figure 4-20 (a), (b) and (c). This is 
abnormal according to equation ( 1-8 ) where signal intensity is independent of 
modulation frequency. Intensities of CMS spectra on P3HT MIS device with 






































































kHz.[36, 102] The charge accumulation in MIS structure has been reported as 
a slow process before.[103] Assume that the charging current Ie from bottom 
contact to accumulation interface can be expressed as: 
  e gI CV Q   ( 4-3 ) 
 
Where Ie is the charging current, ρ is the response factor with unit s
-1
 which is 
determined by multiple factors including charging distance, carrier mobility 
and barrier energy, C is capacitance of dielectric layer, Vg is a sinusoidal gate 
voltage, Q is the charge at accumulation layer which can also be expresses as 




( ) ( )
t
eQ t Q I s ds    
( 4-4 ) 
 
Where Q0 is the charge at t=0 s. Replace Q in ( 4-3 ) by ( 4-4 ) and take 
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Where θs is sluggish phase shift of CMS signal with respect to modulating 
signal, which is determined by ω/ρ. CMS signal intensity is proportional to the 
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Equation ( 4-8 ) describes how CMS signal intensity changes with modulation 












    
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 with three R/R values 
extracted at 1.46 eV from CMS spectra of different frequencies at Vac=15 V in 
Figure 4-20, where f=2π/ω is the modulation frequency and α is a fitting 
parameter, and we get the fitted value of ρ to be 1356 s-1as shown in Figure 
4-21,. 
   












    
   
with R/R values at 1.46eV 
from CMS spectra with frequency of 170 Hz, 420 Hz, 1024 Hz and Vac of 15 V. 
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The ρ obtained from CMS experiment can also provide information of charge 
injection on electrode/semiconductor interface. For example, according to 
equation ( 4-8 ) when ω/ρ = 4.7 (for our case when f=1024 Hz), CMS signal 
can only achieve 20% percent of its maximum intensity and it will be more 
than 99% if ω/ρ = 0.14. Assume that the intensity loss was less than 1% at 
frequency of 10 kHz, the ρ would then be 4.4x105 in the P3HT MIS device 
with ohmic contact mentioned above[36], which was two orders of magnitude 
higher than the ρ in this work. Thus the difference between ohmic contact and 
non-ohmic contact can also be characterized by a new physical term response 
factor ρ with CMS characterization method.  
 
Vdc dependent spectra 
To further study the X’ and Y’ channel of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP CMS 
spectra, variable Vdc CMS characterization was performed and the X’ channels 
are shown in Figure 4-22. Due to the non-zero Vd, the effective Vdc’ is 30 V, 
10 V and -10 V in (a) (b) and (c). The CMS intensities at 1.46 eV are nearly 
unchanged in spectra of Vdc=40 V and Vdc=20 V, the slight drop is probably 
due to the threshold voltage. The peak at 1.71eV however shows an obvious 
drop which indicates the existence of EA signal. The signal is most flat at 
Vdc=0 V, where device is in depletion mode and no CMS signal exists. The X’ 
channel analysis on variable Vdc once again confirms that X’ is CMS spectra, 
and reveals an in-phase EA signal which is of different origin from the one 





Figure 4-22 X’ channel of room temperature CMS spectra on P(NDI2OD-
T2)/CYTOP at different Vdc (a) 40 V (b) 20 V and (c) 0 V. LIA phase -30
o
, Vd=20 V, 
Vac=10 V, incident light is s-polarized. 
 
Y’ channel is shown in Figure 4-23. The intensity ratio of (a) and (b) is 3:1, 
which is well matched with the Vdc’ ratio and the channel current ratio. This 
confirms that the Y’ channel is EA signal and free of CMS component. The 
flat signal in (c) with zero intensity is well agreed with our assumption on the 
EA origin. When device is in depletion mode and no current exists in channel, 
the contact resistance cannot produce a modulated voltage step and thus EA 
signal does not exist. 


















































Figure 4-23 Y’ channel of room temperature CMS spectra on P(NDI2OD-
T2)/CYTOP at different Vdc (a) 40 V (b) 20 V and (c) 0 V. LIA phase -30
o
, Vd=20V, 
incident light is s-polarized. 
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4.3.4 Evidence of charge photogeneration at dielectric/semiconductor 
interface 
The change of X’ channel shape with different Vdc in Figure 4-22 shows the 
existence of EA signal in phase with CMS signal, which may be the reason for 
the difference from reported P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP CMS result.[98, 99] 
Polarizer was applied to get spectra under different light polarization and more 
information was obtained. The result is shown in Figure 4-24 (a) and the 
corresponding orientations are shown as in Figure 4-24 (b). Change of 
polarizing direction does not affect CMS signal, thus the difference come from 
the change of EA signal. EA signal intensity is sensitive to polarizing direction 
only when large transition dipoles like strongly polar charge transfer (CT) 
transition exists and the ΔE2 in equation ( 1-6 ) dominates and / 1.5    . 
[104] The fact that the EA component in CMS spectra is stronger under p-
polarized light than s-polarized light implies that there may be CT transition 
induced by incident light in P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP device, which is related 
to interface properties instead of material intrinsic properties because 
P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA device does not show such dependence in the same 
region. And the CT transition would be the key to explain the different CMS 
curves of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP and P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA devices, 





Figure 4-24 (a) X’ channel CMS spectra of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP with polarized 
light at room temperature (295 K). Vdc=40 V, Vac=10 V, Vd=10 V, f=170 Hz, LIA -30
o
; 
(b) illustration of orientations from side view: green arrow represents the propagation 
direction of incident light, solid black line represents the surface of incidence, black 
dots and lines represent the electric field oscillation direction of incident light to be 
vertical to the plane or in the plane along the lines. 
 
To further study the effect of incident light on dielectric/semiconductor 
interface, phototransistor tests were performed on P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP 
and P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA devices. Responsivities (R) of two devices which 
are defined as | | /ph dark optI I P  are shown in Figure 4-25 as a function of 
incident photon energy (unit: eV). Iph is the source-drain current under 
illumination and Idark is source-drain current in dark, Popt (unit: W) is the 
indecent optical power. R of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP device is 4 times of that 
of P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA device with incident light in the region of 1.6 eV to 
2.0 eV and has much lower margin (1.2 eV vs 1.4 eV) which reveals the fact 
that the charge photogeneration is much more efficient at the former interface 
than the latter[105]. This is consistent with the CMS results where 

























sensitive EA signal component mixed within the CMS signal which indicates 
the existence of CT dipole. The responsivity of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP 
phototransistor is more than 1 A/W which implies the possible applications 
such as high performance photodetectors. 
  
Figure 4-25 The responsivity (R) of P(NDI2OD-T2)/PMMA and P(NDI2OD-



















In this work, we have performed detailed CMS characterization on OFETs of 
P(NDI2OD-T2) . A contact resistance related EA signal has been observed 
and analyzed for the first time. A new physical term ρ has been proposed as 
responsive factor and used to explain the phase shift as well as the intensity 
decrease in CMS experiment. The term ρ also suggests a new approach to 
characterize the electrode/semiconductor contact properties using CMS 
method. CMS experiment with polarized light implies the existence of charge 
transfer at P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP interface, which is responsible for the 
polarizing orientation sensitive EA signal and may explain the different CMS 
curve shapes of two dielectric/semiconductor interfaces. Phototransistor tests 
results further reveals that the charge photogeneration is much more efficient 





Chapter 5 Outlook  
 
Organic field-effect transistors are important electronic devices that attract 
much attention from researcher and have already been applied in industry 
production. The works in this thesis focus on the three interfaces of OFETs i.e. 
gate/dielectric interface, dielectric/semiconductor interface, and 
semiconductor/contact interface to provide both scientific insights into 
physical mechanism and advanced technique toward high-performance device 
fabrication. Further study based on the research in this thesis as well as the 




5.1 All-layer-transferred OFETs 
Transferred metal electrode film makes it possible to fabricate capacitors and 
OFETs with ultra-thin polymer dielectric with high dielectric break down 
strength. The dielectric break issue at gate/dielectric interface due to hot atom 
penetration is avoided. However, the application of this sacrificial-layer 
assisted transfer deposition technique is not limited to single metal electrode 
layer in devices.  
 
Low-cost mass production is one of the major advantages of organic 
semiconductor devices over their inorganic peers. In future research, the metal 
electrode transfer method can be used to deposit fine-structured source/drain 
contacts on semiconductor surface, with aid of photolithography techniques, to 
avoid semiconductor destruction upon metal evaporation. By developing 
suitable materials for sacrificial layer and self-release layer as well as 
corresponding solvents, semiconductor layer and dielectric layer could also be 
deposited by transfer method. In this way, all layers are prepared separately 
and the devices are only stacked together in the final step. There are three 
main advantages of this process: the production time will be reduced because 
the fabrication of each layer can be carried on concurrently; device stability 
will be increased due to the mild deposition process; the unit fabrication cost 
will be lower. 
 
A proposed schematic of transferring fine-structured electrodes is shown in 
Figure 5-1. The difficulty lies in the choosing of suitable sacrificial layer 
which can be readily dissolved by its solvent and remains intact in both 
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organic photoresist solvent and its aqueous developer. A possible solution is to 
use epoxy-based photoresist like SU-8 instead, with organic solvent 1-




Figure 5-1 Schematic of transferring of fine-structured metal electrodes prepared by 
photolithography technique: (a) ~ (d) is photolithography process, and (d) ~ (f) is 















5.2 A general model of contact resistance in OFETs 
To study the contact resistance at semiconductor/contact interface, we 
proposed an improved transfer line method where Rc was treated as an charge 
carrier density and current density dependent factor. The degree of dispersion 
of Rc describes the semiconductor/contact interface to be ohmic or non-ohmic. 
Further investigation on ohmic contact revealed that semiconductor bulk 
resistance and lateral resistance also play a key role in Rc and offered direction 
to further decrease Rc. The simplified model used in the thesis works well on 
the data gained from the TGBC device operating in deep linear regime, while 
a general model is still needed which requires further research under various 
conditions. 
 
To verify whether it is reasonable to consider vertical bulk resistivity in 
semiconductor within SCLC model, rc,eff value gained from several sets of 
devices with different semiconductor thickness can be used to fit bulk 
resistivity as a function of thickness t since re is considered to be independent 
of t (rc,eff = rSCLC + re). It is predictable that factors like film morphology, 
crystal grain size and molecule backbone orientation may affect the result in 
different ways, which will give copious of knowledge for organic electronic 
device production. 
 
To further study the current crowding effect on contact resistance, i.e., to 
improve the simplified the model described by equation (3-4), Rc 
characterization of BGBC devices and TGBC can be applied. The electrode 
surface current distribution is very uneven in coplanar devices compared to 
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staggered devices. By fabricating devices with various electrode widths, the 
current distribution can be reflected by contact resistance, and a better view of 
the current flow in the electrode region can be investigated. 
 
Rc of devices in saturation regime is also part of a general model. When a 
device is operating in saturation regime, the contact resistance on source 
contact is similar to that in linear regime, while the contact resistance on drain 
contact is much different due to the pinch-off. The contact resistance of the 
drain contact can be directly characterized by AFMP and the results under 
various conditions may possibly be used to build a model to describe Rc as a 






5.3 Investigation of dielectric effect on polaron properties in 
OFETs 
CMS characterization was them performed on P(NDI2OD-T2) OFET devices 
to study the semiconductor/dielectric interface. We found that contact 
resistance could give rise to an EA signal which had not been observed 
elsewhere. A responsive factor ρ was proposed to explain the phase shift and 
intensity drop with frequency qualitatively. Polarizer assisted CMS spectra 
revealed the EA signal hidden in CMS signal which was originated from light 
induced charge transfer, which was further studied by phototransistor tests. 
The high responsivity of P(NDI2OD-T2)/CYTOP device suggested insights in 
high-performance phototransistors fabrication. Further research can be focused 
on further exploration of EA signal by contact resistance analysis and further 
study of the dielectric material affected charge transfer observed in this work. 
 
The contact resistance can be extracted from a set of OFETs devices using the 
method described in chapter 3, and then the modulating amplitude of voltage 
drop can be extracted. If the test is carried on BGTC structure devices, then 
the voltage drop can be directly measured by AFMP. By adjusting contact 
resistance through methods like surface treatment the EA signal will also 
change accordingly. And the Rc ~ EA relationship can be established. This 
implies a possible application of CMS characterization: using laser beam with 
size much smaller than channel length to take CMS characterization along the 
channel from one side to another, the EA signal component will give potential 
profile along the channel without the help of AFKM or kelvin probe, and such 




Studying the film morphology of semiconductor affected by dielectric 
materials and dielectric solvent may give a glue of the dielectric effect 
observed in this work. Another possibility is that the dielectric molecules form 
blend with semiconductor molecules at the interface during the coating 
process, which could be studied by blend dielectric material into 
semiconductor solution. And the experimental results combined with quantum 
chemical calculations may explain why CYTOP dielectric can lead to charge 
transfer in this work. 
   
Finally, CMS characterization in mid-IR and far-IR regions will reveal more 
charge carriers properties and working principles in OFETs, and of course 
special efforts are needed due to the difficulties in material choice and 






In this chapter, we reviewed the main achievements of the three projects in 
this thesis and proposed the future research scope as well as possible methods. 
The metal electrode transfer method can contribute to low-cost large scale 
organic electronic device production. The contact resistance study provides 
scientific understanding of the contacts in organic semiconductors. The CMS 
study gives new insights into principles of OFETs devices. The work in this 
thesis may enrich the knowledge of OFETs and may also contribute the 
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Appendix I  
Step-by-step illustration of improved TLM 
 
The transfer curves were first corrected for the (minor) inadvertent gate 
leakage currents. The Vg,th was then determined by linear fit, and found to be 
constant (≈ −3 V). (Appendix I- 1) 
 
Appendix I- 1 Leakage corrected transfer curve of TGBC FET with PSSCs treated Au 
electrodes, L=20 µm, W=1 cm. Interceptions of dashed lines with transfer curve were 
extracted. Devices with different L were treated in same way and are now shown here. 
 
The Ids(Vgs−Vth, Vds) surface was then numerically interpolated for different L. 


























Appendix I- 2 (Left) Extracted Ids (Vg, Vd) values from corrected transfer curve. Unit 
of current is mA, and unit of voltage is V. (Right) The Ids~Vd curves at various Vg 
plotted from data in left table. 
 
Vds was then extracted for each L at selected pair of (Isd, Vgs−Vth) coordinates. 
 
Appendix I- 3 (Left) Vd values at selected current were extracted from transfer curve 
at Vg=-55V (in Appendix I- 2 right). (Right) Table of extracted Vd. 
 
Rtot was then obtained by Rtot=|Vds/Ids|*W. The Rtot vs L plot was then linearly 
fitted to give Rc and D, where D was constraint by global fitting of the entire 
data set taken into account its explicit dependence on Vgs−Vth and Vds'. The fits 
were checked for good quality of fits. (Appendix I- 4) 
−5 −10 −15 −20 −25
−40 0.086 0.20 0.32 0.45 0.54
−45 0.096 0.22 0.37 0.54 0.68
−50 0.10 0.25 0.42 0.62 0.81
−55 0.11 0.27 0.47 0.70 0.94

















































−60 −55 −50 −45 −40
0.10 −4.3 −4.5 −4.8 −5.2 −5.7
0.15 −5.9 −6.3 −6.7 −7.2 −8.0
0.20 −7.4 −7.9 −8.4 −9.1 −10.1
0.25 −8.8 −9.3 −10.0 −10.9 −12.2





Appendix I- 4 (Left) Rtot obtained by Rtot=|Vds/Ids| from Appendix I- 3 (Right), 
with unit kΩcm. (Right) Channel width normalized Rtot at different current at 















Rc were then plotted as a function of Isd for different Vgs−Vth levels. (Appendix 
I- 5)  
 
Appendix I- 5 (Left) Rc values extracted from Appendix I- 4 (Right). (Right) Rc 
plotted as a function of Isd for different Vgs−Vth levels. 
  
−60 −55 −50 −45 −40
0.10 43 45 48 51 56
0.15 39 42 44 47 53
0.20 37 39 41 45 50
0.25 35 37 40 43 48




























IV curves of DPPT-T2 diodes for µb simulation 
 






































































Appendix III  
SEM and profilometer result on image reversal lithography 
 
Appendix III- 1 SEM images of photoresist cross-section with different exposure time. 
 
Appendix III- 2 SEM images of deposited metal electrodes and photoresist cross-
section with different exposure time. The red arrows indicate the edge of metal 















Appendix III- 3 Profilometer of electrode on Si substrate fabricated by (a) image 
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